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Single-payer: Sensible health plan
CHARLESTON, W.Va. -- Some federal courts are ruling that America's breakthrough 2010
medical reform is kaput because government cannot force people to pay for health insurance.
(Governments force people to buy car insurance. What's the difference?)
If the historic reform eventually is killed, we hope it leads to a better alternative. We hope America
finally joins other advanced democracies by adopting a government-run "single-payer" universal
health plan covering every citizen.
America's federal debt nightmare has three obvious causes: (1) The gigantic U.S. military and
foreign invasions that gobble $1 trillion per year. (2) Huge Republican tax giveaways to the highbracket elite. (3) Snowballing Medicare and Medicaid expense as America's population ages.
Regarding the latter, enormous savings could be gained if America switched to a single-payer
system. It would eliminate waste by commercial insurance firms, whose large staffs try to avoid
paying medical bills. It also would extend medical insurance to millions of "working poor" families
who lack it.
Physicians for a National Health Program, a coalition of reform-minded U.S. doctors, says:
"Private insurance bureaucracy and paperwork consume one-third (31 percent) of every healthcare dollar. Streamlining payment through a single nonprofit payer would save more than $400
billion per year, enough to provide comprehensive, high-quality coverage for all Americans."
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch commented last week:
"If America truly is serious about dealing with its deficit problems, there's a fairly simple
solution ... Enact a single-payer health-care plan."
The paper said a universal system could reduce taxpayer costs drastically, "largely by taking the
for-profit players (insurance companies, for the most part) out of the loop."
President Obama's 2010 reform compromised with many special interests and did a halfway job,
extending coverage to 33 million more Americans. A complete single-payer plan would finish the
crusade.
Oddly, conservatives who scream loudest about federal deficits also vow to destroy the 2010 U.S.
medical reform. They would dump the 33 million Americans into jeopardy.
Most modern democracies have decided that health care is a human right, available to all. America
should join them -- and save $400 billion a year in the process.
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"Governments force people to buy car insurance. What's the difference?" If you
cannot grasp the simple difference then you have no business writing an article to
inform people of what's best for this country on any matter of importance. I sure
as heck would not trust that you'd be able to comprehend the 2200+ pages in the
healthcare bill, and I sure as heck am not going to explain the difference to you.
Remove the blinders, open you eyes to seek the truth not your opinion.
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Republican tax give away to the rich is currently an Obama(D) plan. Who does
income earned belong to, the one who earns it or the government? And, there is
not enough money involved to solve deficit problem by taxing those earning
>$250G more.
Healthcare costs are increasing annually. Obamacare did nothing to reduce the
cost, but it will see great increase in cost to provide Obamacare in 2014. Does the
GAZRAG really want to SOCIALIZE the entire US economy? Is that the objective?
Does the GAZRAG really try to get everything wrong?
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